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Hub Worlds ///
Open cummunal areas designated for non-combat
interactions. Fun is a Must. Distractions are necessary.
Availability of communication channels are important,
otherwise, players have no way to communicate.
Players are free to engage one another, but only within
servers organized by region, by country, by continent.
Open spaces designed for maximum player occupancy.

These spaces allow repreves from mission or
questing zones.
They are gathering places in lieu of ‘home’.
Loitering is recommended.
Please don’t spam the text chat.

Open Worlds ///
There’s nothing like a chance encounter with a stranger in the wild.
Facillitates emergent player behavior and non-scripted reactions.
Player-Characters populate the realm, adding to its immersive qualities.
Nothing beats real people.

Players gauge complex human emotion and can determine best course of
action when interacting with others via a virtual interface.
Ignore the invisible walls.
Not everyone is here to help you, be prepared for griefers.
It is an amazing feat of modern technology to see hundreds of unique
avatars who are being controlled by people on a computer just like you.
The best human traits emerge with pseudo-anonymity, so take usernames
literally.

The Solitary
World ///
When you can’t find other people to
play with, befriend the computer.
Non Player Characters (NPCs) have
advanced artificial intelligence to
simulate human behavior, including daynight cycles and radiant behavior.
Try talking to NPCs. Make up
backstories for them if they don’t
answer.
Sometimes being alone in a big, empty
world is cathartic, if just
melanchonlic.
When no player driven behaviors are
dominent, the game system can
sometimes reveal its intricacies of
gameworld systems. These are not
‘glitches’.
Sometimes other players can make a
‘ghost’ appearance into your world.
They can’t effect anything, though,
because this is your world and that
would be unfair.
Big worlds are meant to be filled. In this
case by the stories of your solitary
exploits accross the lands.
In some games, NPCs will begin to
recognize your heroism.
They will begin to call you ‘Hero’.
Don’t be threatened by other player’s
ghosts, they’re not canon.

Pregame Lobbies ///
A Social Space doesn’t have to exist only in the gameworld.
The game interfaces are ripe for social interactions as well.
Voice chat, party chat, lobby text chat, chat.
The pre-match lobby is a virtual world within the virtual
world.
It isn’t visually represented to the players except for lists of
the players in the lobby itself.

It is here when players are divided up in teams.
This is necessary in order to determine who is bad and
good, a fundamental principle in all shooter games.
Along with a player’s alias, their virutal rank and insignia is
also on display, icons of achievements and heroic feats
enacted within the game.
This way other players will know how much time you’ve
invested in the game.
This can also be a time for constructive forms of teasing,
a bit of pre-game jovial poking fun of one another, to lighten
the mood.

The Arena ///
Sometimes player creativity is best
expressed through action.
Communities can be formed through
various in-game activities that
diverge from intended game
functions.
This may include: finding glitches and
expoits, finding ways out of the
playable map area, posing for cool
pictures, modding the game to make
funny scenarious, posting image
sprays on walls of funny internet
pictures, and running around doing
nothing in particular.
Some people find certain behaviors
acceptable at times and at others
they don’t.

A word of warning: Some player may get angry when you deviant from
conventional modes of play.
Their fun isn’t your fun.
They don’t find your fun to be fun.
Sometimes playing the game how the designers intended is the least fun.

Synopsis ///
The spaces that players inhabit set
precedents for social interactions.
The gameworld’s infrastructure can
help facillitate these interactions, or it
can hinder it.
...
Systems that invest, not immerse.
...
For instance: If you see a new player,
what whould you do?
Would you show them around?
Would you give them sweet loot?
Would you kill them and take their
stuff?
Would you ignore them?
Would you talk to them or stay silent?
Would you follow them around but not
do anything?
Would you play with them?

Game imagery used:
World of Warcraft
Destiny
Guild Wars 2
Phantasy Star Online 2
Second Life
The Elder Scrolls: Online
Halo Reach
Call of Duty: Black Ops 2
Day Z
Myst
The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind
Dark Souls
Trials HD
Journey
Team Fortress 2
Grand Theft Auto San Andreas
Pokemon GO
Overwatch
League of Legends

